Health Information Exchange (HIE)
GP Quick Reference Guide version 1
This user guide is still under development – we didn’t have much time to write it before the
HIE went live. Check back at https://occg.info/HIE-about in due course for more developed
resources.
Overview

At the initial rollout, HIE allows GPs to view Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
(OUHFT) in real-time (read-only). The hospital will be trialing a blend of GP and hospital data
Information will not be available if the GP surgery or organisation is not yet sharing information
with us, or if the patient has opted out. Some information (e.g. fertility treatment / termination of
pregnancy / sexual health / gender identity) will not normally be included.
Information from more areas and health and social care may be added in due course.
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Instructions
In EMIS, open your patient’s record.
From a screen in Care Recod such as a consultation, expand the Shared Records tab by clicking here:
EMIS Web

Figure 1 The Cerner Portal button should be available

NB at go live, most practices do not yet have this button – this is a known issue
See https://occg.info/HIE-about for updates
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EMIS users will get an unnecessary message:

•
•
•

You do NOT need to declare legitimacy – it’s your patient
This is a legacy Permission to View system
“Other” is perfectly acceptable – just put a full-stop in there!

3b To narrow down the sources on display, click <Sources> from the top menu in the portal view (if you can’t
see the option, click <More Options> to open the menu. Then, choose which sources to display.
When HIE first goes live, GPs will ONLY see OUHFT information (not data found in their own records) if
viewing from EMIS.
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GP DATA
If GP data is available for the patient, it will be displayed in the GP Records section. Each of the headings
contains a summary of information.
(Note: the “Date Completed” is when the summary on HIE was created, not when the detail within was
entered to the patient record.)

4b Clicking on the required heading (e.g. Problems) will open a summary of information which can be scrolled
through. Clicking on the right or left arrows will allow you to toggle through the GP sections without going
back to the main HIE screen.
N.B. at present, Past Problems includes all ‘problems’ from the patient record, including those labelled as
Significant and those labelled as Minor.

If there are tabs at the top of a section, click them to find information as needed.
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CLINICAL DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES
The list of sources appears below the patient banner bar and shows whether data is flowing through from
that source (OK = working as expected, N/D = no data, F = fail). Data is normally organised into the
appropriate widget (that’s what we call most of the blocks of information on screen) and includes a
reference to the source on each row so you know where the information came from.
This is also where filters can be applied to narrow the displayed data.
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ADJUST THE VIEW
Each widget can be expanded or collapsed using the arrows in the top right-hand corner of that widget, and
you can move them by clicking and dragging them with your mouse.

You can change how many columns the widgets appear in in the <Layout> options. In this example, there
are two columns:
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SEARCH
This feature allows you to look for specific information within the HIE record. Select “Search Also in
Reports” to include words that are inside reports

